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This paper describes Genetic Algorithm (GA) for finding the protein tertiary structure that
has the minimum energy. In the conventional study, Simulated Annealing (SA) is used to
be applied for this problem. In the previous studies, it is also reported that it is difficult to
find the optimum solutions by GAs. Dual individual Distributed Genetic Algorithm (Dual
DGA) is one of DGAs and is good at global search. The Dual DGA also maintains the
diversity of the solutions. Therefore, it can be supposed that they can get a good solution
in finding the protein tertiary structure. The target protein in this paper is Met-enkephalin
that is consisted of 5 amino acids sequences. The results showed that the Dual DGA can
find the solution successfully and Dual DGA has the higher searching capability than SA.
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1 Introduction

Protein is a substance directly connected to the
biological phenomena and its biological functions
are said to be derived from its tertiary struc-
ture. Thus, clarification of its tertiary structure
leads to an explanation of the biological phenom-
ena process. Tertiary structure of the protein is
believed to correspond to the conformation with
the lowest residual potential energy. Therefore,
as one of the methods to predict the tertiary
structure of proteins, minimization of the energy
function has been studied. Simulated Annealing
(SA) has often been employed as the optimiza-
tion method to predict the tertiary structure of
proteins by the minimization of the energy1) .

Genetic Algorithm (GA) is one of the power-
ful emergent optimization algorithms. GA is ex-
pected to be an alternative method for finding
protein tertiary structure that has the minimum
energy. However, it is reported that it is very dif-
ficult to find the optimum solution only by GAs2)

. Because, there are many sub optimum points in
the landscape of the protein energy function, the
search is converged in the early stage.

In this paper, Dual Individual Distributed Ge-
netic Algorithm (Dual DGA) is used for finding
the structure. The Dual DGA is one of the DGAs

and there are only two individuals in each island.
The Dual DGA can maintain the diversity of the
solutions in the early stage of the search and has
the high searching capability. Through the sim-
ulation where Met-enkephalin is targeted, it is
founded that GAs can find the optimum solution
of the minimizing the protein energy. It leads that
GA still can be a tool for finding protein tertiary
structures.

2 Dual Individual Dis-
tributed Genetic Algo-

rithms

Distributed Genetic Algorithms (DGAs) are pow-
erful algorithms that can derive better solutions
with lower computation costs than Canonical
GAs (CGAs). Therefore, many researchers were
studied on DGAs3, 4, 5) . However, DGAs have
the disadvantage that they require careful selec-
tion of several parameters, such as the migration
rate and migration intervals, that affect the qual-
ity of the solutions.

The new type of DGA that is called ”Dual In-
dividual Distributed Genetic Algorithm” (Dual
DGA) was proposed by Hiroyasu et al.6) . The
Dual DGA has only two individuals in each is-
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land. The concept is shown in Figure 1.

Subpopulation Size = 2

Crossover Rate = 1.0

Migration Rate = 0.5

Figure 1: Fixed parameter of Dual DGA

In the Dual DGA, the following operations are
performed.

• There are only two individuals in each island.

• Selection: The individual who has the best
fitness value is chosen to remain. The indi-
vidual who has the best fitness value in the
previous generation is also chosen to remain.

• Migration method: The individual who will
migrate is chosen in random.

• Migration topology: The stepping stone
method is performed and the direction of the
migration is determined randomly at every
migration event.

One of the advantages of the Dual DGA is that
users are free from setting some of the parame-
ters. By limiting the population to two individu-
als on each island, the Dual DGA model enables
the following parameters to be determined auto-
matically:

• crossover rate: 1.0

• number of islands: total population size/2

• migration rate: 0.5

3 Simulation

3.1 Simulation Method

The structure energy of Met-enkephalin that is
consisted of five amino acids is minimized. In
this problem, the dihedral angles are chosen as
design variables. There are 19 dihedral angles
in this protein. The design variable is ranged
[−180◦, 180◦]. Nine bits are used for one design
variable and the resolution is 0.7◦. Energy of
structure is derived by ECEPP/2 7, 8, 9) . In

this paper, the structures who have the energy
less than E ≤ −11kcal/mol in the evacuated
phase are supposed as optimum structures. The
used parameters are summarized in Table 1. The
number of evaluation is 1900000 and this is the
same number that Okamoto used 10) . The re-
sults of the Dual DGA are compared with those
of Okamoto 10) .

Table 1: Parameters
Model DGA Dual DGA

Population Size 800,1600,3200,6400
Subpopulation Size 16,8,4 2
Number of 19
Design Variables
Chromosome 171
Length (= 19 9 Design Variable)
Selection Tournament -
Tournament Size 2 -
Crossover Rate 1.0
Crossover 1pt. crossover
Mutation Rate 0.006 (= 1 / 171) -
Migration Rate 0.25 0.5
Migration Interval 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10
Number of Elites 1 -
Terminal Criterion 1,900,000 evaluations
Trial 30

3.2 Results

In Figure 2, the success rates of DGA, Dual
DGA, and SA are shown. The success rate is
the rate of the number of trials where the opti-
mum solutions are found in the total trial num-
bers. From Figure 2, it is found that the suc-
cess rates of DGA and Dual DGA are higher than
that of SA. Therefore, though it is difficult to find
the optimum by simple GAs, but DGA and Dual
DGA can find the solutions for Met-enkephalin.
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Figure 2: Success Rate for tertiary structure pre-
diction of Met-enkephalin
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4 Conclusion

The Dual DGA is used for finding the protein
structures that has the minimum energy. The
target protein is Met-enkephalin. In the previous
studies, it was reported that it is difficult to find
the optimum solution by GAs.

In this paper, the optimum solution was suc-
cessfully found by Dual DGA. It was also found
that the searching capability is higher than simple
Simulated Annealing.
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